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Fiona Tuite’s devastation at her son’s death after childbirth
by Jenny
Friel

A

LARGE oval- shaped locket
made of white gold, with an
intricate floral design etched on
to the surface, hangs around
Fiona Tuite’s neck. Inside, the
two photos facing each other are of
her sons, Evan and Jayden, both
taken shortly after they were born.

It’s a sizeable and undoubtedly expensive
piece of jewellery, one that looks slightly out of
place with Fiona’s casual outfit of jeans and a
check shirt. But she wears it all the time,
no matter how she is dressed, keeping these
baby pictures of her two boys close to her
heart at all times.
The one of Evan is particularly precious. A
few hours after it was taken on July 14, 2012,
the infant died in her arms.
An inquest last week heard that the cause of
his death was ‘severe external and internal
cranial and brain injury and haemorrhage due
to a difficult instrumental delivery’. In other
words, his skull was fractured by one of the
instruments used during his birth.
The inquest returned a verdict of ‘medical
misadventure,’ after it heard how there were
six attempts made using either a forceps or
vacuum to deliver the baby. A High Court case
in January 2018, taken against Our Lady of
Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda, where Evan was
born, heard how the circumstances of his
death were ‘quite horrific’.
On the day the case against the HSE was settled with Evan’s parents — Fiona and her
former fiancé Ivan Murphy — the hospital
finally apologised to them for ‘the deficit in
care’ during their baby’s birth. It would seem,
however, that the results of the inquest and
court case have meant little to Fiona.
‘I feel just the same,’ she tries to explain. ‘I’m
relieved obviously that they are both over and
I don’t have to go through it again, but I still
have the same feeling in my stomach. I still feel

‘I still feel the same
emptiness, loneliness
and sadness’

I still feel the
emptiness
every day...
knowing
that my baby
boy died so
needlessly

the same emptiness, loneliness and sadness.
Some days are worse than others, but it never
goes away.
‘There’s the constantly knowing that it could
have been prevented — that if I’d been sent for
a C-section, it would have been fine.’
Fiona is remarkably and heartbreakingly
honest about the devastating effects the death
of first-born had on her life.
She immediately sank into a deep depression
after losing Evan, and as a result saw her tenyear relationship with the man she planned to
marry implode. The house they had shared
then had to be sold and she found herself
living back with her parents.
‘We just went in opposite directions from
each other,’ she says. ‘I couldn’t get out of bed
and Ivan couldn’t deal with looking at me in the bed. He was keeping himself going by keeping busy, think I could have gone through a
while I didn’t want to leave the labour again, not mentally.’
When you learn of the full circumhouse. He was trying his best to
help me, but I just couldn’t help stances of Fiona’s first delivery, her
deep - seated anxiousness is
myself. It was just the way I felt.’
Thankfully Fiona eventually man- understandable.
Working as a shop assistant in a
aged to pull herself out of this crippling bleakness with the help of jewellery shop in Drogheda, Fiona
her new partner Joe, a friend she first started going out with Ivan
got closer to after her engagement Murphy, a self-employed plasterer,
to Ivan was called off. And much to when she was 22 years old. The
her surprise, very shortly after this couple moved in together, to a
blossoming relationship began, house in north Drogheda.
‘We got engaged and made the
she found herself pregnant again.
decision to start a family,’ she says.
Jayden was born in July 2014.
‘When I found out I was preg- ‘I got pregnant in 2011 but had a
nant, it was a shock,’ she admits. miscarriage at six weeks. We were
‘A very nice shock. But I was a excited about having a baby so it
nervous wreck the whole way was very upsetting. When I got
through, I had loads of hospital pregnant with Evan we were
appointments. I went back to Our excited again, but we were nervous
Lady of Lourdes Hospital, I felt as well. But everything went fine, it
they knew my history and I dealt was a happy and healthy pregdirectly with a particular doctor I nancy with no problems at all.
‘I decided to go with the Midtrusted, I wouldn’t talk to anyone
else. I asked for a C-section. I don’t wifery Led Unit but once I got to

my due date and I was gong over,
they transferred me to the hospital. I went two weeks over and they
brought me in on June 13, 2012.
‘I got two gels that day to try and
help bring on the labour, to induce
me, one in the morning and one in
the evening.’
She spent that night on the prelabour ward.
‘I had bad cramping all through
the night, which I told the nurse
about, she said they were normal,’
she says. ‘When they examined me
just before 5am, they told me I was
6-7cm dilated. Everything was
rushed then, I was brought down
to the delivery room and when I
got there they told me I was now
9-10cm dilated.
‘Things were hectic. I couldn’t
get the epidural because I was too
far gone, so I’d no pain relief. I
didn’t really know what was going
on, I was in so much pain.
‘But I do remember that Evan’s

heart rate was going down and
they were telling me to push. I was
trying, but nothing was happening. They were telling me the baby
needed to come out. At about

‘I remember
that he was
very floppy’
6.15am, the doctor went in with
forceps, then a vacuum.
‘I remember one of the midwives
saying to the doctor: “We’ll bring
her down for a C-section.” But the
doctor said: “No, we’re going to do
it here.”
‘They insisted on delivering Evan,
and he was born at 6.29am. He

didn’t cry and they put him on my
stomach, very briefly, before rushing off with him. I remember that
he was very floppy.’
Last week the inquest heard that
between 6.16am and 6.29am, the
doctor used a forceps, then a vacuum cup and then the forceps
again to deliver Evan. After he was
born he was taken to the special
care unit and at 10.30am he had to
be resuscitated.
During the High Court case last
year it was claimed medical records
indicated that when Evan arrived
in the unit he had bruising to the
ear lobe and all over his skull and
had skin peeling over his scalp. He
required ventilation and was
intubated and a CT scan showed a
global hypoxic injury and evidence
of haemorrhage.
Fiona says she was unaware of
exactly how difficult Evan’s birth
had been. ‘I just knew it was an
awful delivery,’ she says. ‘But as it
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was compounded when she discovered the horrifying truth...

Heartbreak: Fiona Tuite today and, above, with her
former fiancé Ivan Murphy with their baby Evan
Evan was just over 12 hours old
when he died.
Although traumatised and still
recovering, Fiona managed to
dress him in some of the clothes
they had brought in her hospital
bag. ‘We picked out a little
white cardigan and a blue top
and trousers with ladybugs on
them,’ she says. ‘I even put a nappy
on him...
‘It was my auntie who noticed
the bruising, he was black and
blue, even down his back.
‘I was so devastated, she didn’t
say anything to me, she was pointing it out to my mam behind my
back and insisted on taking photos
of it. Only for my auntie we
wouldn’t have had them.’
While Evan was taken to the
morgue, Fiona was taken back up
to the post-labour ward.
‘I tried to get some sleep that
night but the following morning I
needed to get out of there,’ she
says. ‘I was on a floor where I could
see and hear all the other babies
who had just been born. I had to
get out of there, so I just went
home, that was the Friday.’
By the Sunday Fiona was trembling and shivering so badly, her

‘If there was a
window, I’d have
jumped out of it’

was my first, I thought maybe it
was normal.
‘My mam came into the delivery
room straight afterwards and she
described the place as being like a
bloodbath. She actually nearly
passed out.
‘They wanted to bring her down
to A&E because she was fainting
when she saw the place.’
After the delivery Fiona had to
receive a blood transfusion.
‘I think I lost about two litres,’
she says. ‘I also had to be brought
to theatre to get the placenta out,
as it didn’t detach right. After that
I was brought up to a six-bed ward.
It was mid-morning at that stage
and I was just waiting for Evan to
be brought to me.
‘My mam and Ivan were in the
canteen having a cup of tea when
the hospital rang Ivan to tell him
to come straight back over,
that there was something wrong.
That’s when he was told Evan

wasn’t doing so well, that there
was a problem.
‘At about 1pm the nurses came in
and took my bed with me in it and
wheeled me down to the special
care unit. I was told the baby
wasn’t doing too well. I don’t know
why, but I did ask them at that
point: “Is my baby going to die?”
They never answered me.
‘At that point when I saw him, I
thought he looked fine, I didn’t
realise how bad it was. I didn’t
think it was going to end up the
way it did.
‘But then, I was a bit out of it on
all the medication, I’d been under
a general anaesthetic and everything was happening in a daze.’
Fiona was brought back up to
the post-delivery floor, this time
she was put into a room on
her own.
‘At that stage I knew something
was up,’ she says. ‘They brought
me down once more during the

day, in the bed, to the special baby
unit. They were telling us they
were doing different tests on him. I
think now that they were breaking
it to us gently that there was something seriously wrong.’
Early that evening they brought
Fiona back down for a final time to
the unit, once again in her bed.
‘I was sitting outside, in the bed
with my whole family around me,’
she says. ‘No one ever said it
directly, that he was dying, just
that the tests showed there was no
brain activity and they were going
to have to turn the machines off.
‘It was my mam who told me to
take Evan into my arms, to hold
him. I’m so glad I did that now. It
all felt so surreal, like a hazy nightmare, I didn’t know really what
was happening. I was holding him
for about five minutes and then
the monitor he was hooked up to,
the line on the screen went flat and
the beeping stopped, he was gone.’

concerned mother called the midwives who had been attending to
her before the birth.
‘They came to the house and said
it was vital I went back to hospital,
that I needed more blood, so I
went back in.’
While the hospital took care of
her physical issues, Fiona’s mental
state deteriorated badly.
‘I was so upset, I was uncontrollable,’ she recalls. ‘I just couldn’t
handle it, the grief. If there was a
window, I would have jumped out
of it, that was the feeling I had.
They didn’t want to let me out of
the hospital without seeing a
psychiatrist, so they sent me up
in a taxi with a nurse to St
Bridget’s Hospital, a mental health
unit in Ardee.
‘But after talking to me, they
knew it was just the grief that was
affecting me so badly, so I was
brought back to the main
hospital.’
Evan’s body was released to his
parents the following evening. He
spent that night with them at their
home, where his Precious Bearthemed nursery had been finished
just a few weeks before. His funeral
was on the Tuesday.
‘I don’t know how I got through
the months and weeks afterwards,’
Fiona says. ‘The days just rolled
into one. There was a period when

I couldn’t wait until 3pm or 4pm in
the afternoon to drink a brandy, I
was numbing myself.’
For a while Fiona and Ivan tried
to have another child.
‘We went for fertility treatment
and everything but I couldn’t get
pregnant,’ she says. ‘So I thought
that was it. It was another massive
strain on our relationship. So by
the following year, we had broken
up, sold the house and I was back
living with my parents.’
Six months later, thankfully, she
had started her new relationship
and was pregnant with Jayden, a
gorgeous, fair-haired four-year-old
who will be starting school in
September.
Ivan also moved on quickly — he
now has three children with his
new partner.
‘I get on with Ivan very well,’ says
Fiona, who is now engaged to Joe.
‘I’m really happy for him, we’re
friends now.’
It’s lucky the two have such an
amicable relationship, as they have
had to face not only a High Court
case, but a seriously delayed
inquest.
‘We have no idea why the inquest
took so long,’ says Fiona. ‘Nobody
could understand why it took six
years and eight months. Our barrister said she’d never seen an
inquest happen after a court case
like that before.
‘They couldn’t get everyone
together, there was always someone missing, or something that put
it off. We got loads of dates for
when it was supposed to happen,
we’d prepare ourselves for it each
time and then it would get cancelled. It was crazy, and made it so
much tougher.’
Fiona and Ivan both settled with
the hospital last year.
‘There were two different settlements for myself and Ivan,’ Fiona
explains. ‘I didn’t physically touch
any of it, it went straight to the
solicitor to pay for a house I bought
in Ardee. It didn’t cover the entire
cost, I still had to borrow some
from my dad.
‘I didn’t want to touch it, but
since I lost the house in Drogheda,
the logical thing to do was to put a
roof over our heads, a bit of security. We plan to move into it in the
next couple of months.’
At one point during our interview,
Jayden arrives home with his aunt.
Fiona’s face breaks into a wide
smile and she jumps from her seat
to open the front door. Her delight
at seeing her son is a beautiful
moment. ‘When Jayden starts at
school I’ll probably go back to
work,’ she says. ‘But since he’s
been born, I’ve tried to spend every
moment I can with him.
‘I lost my home, my relationship
and worst of all, my son... everything. I don’t know how I got to
where I am today, because looking
back... well, it very nearly broke me
for good. But I’ve been lucky in
many ways, and I have a great family, they helped save me.’
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TANDING in the shed in the back garden of her
Cork home, Megan Cullen could feel herself start
to shake. She lit another cigarette and took a sip
of coffee. ‘Come on Meg, you have to do this,’ she
muttered. ‘Stop thinking, just do.’

She stared at her right index finger, it was beginning to go numb. A
little while earlier she had secured a tie-wrap — a clip you use to seal
plastic rubbish bags — around the base of the third joint. By this
stage it had turned a dark purple colour.
Megan had been in the shed for about half an hour and knew her
mother would be waking soon from her afternoon nap. Sure enough,
a couple of minutes later she heard the toilet in the house flush.
‘Oh God, I just have to do it now,’ she told herself, picking up a
sharp instrument with her left
hand...
‘And that was it, it was gone,’ she
says. ‘It took less than five
seconds.
‘I felt no pain,’ she adds. ‘I’d
taken a lot of pain relief medication, I knew how much to take to
numb myself. I wrapped a towel is visually impaired,’ Megan
around my finger, ran into Mam explains. ‘So she couldn’t see
and shouted at her to call an what had happened and I didn’t
ambulance. She asked me what tell her.’
The pain became so bad that in
was wrong. So I told her: “I’ve
June 2013 she finally confided in
chopped it off.”’
Recounting the rather shocking her mum.
‘We went to the doctor, but they
events of last Friday afternoon,
when she cut off her own finger at said there was no point in X-raying
her home in Bantry, West Cork, it because it was so long since I got
it caught. They told me I’d probaMegan sounds remarkably cheery.
‘Well that’s because I am,’ says bly broken it and it was just going
the 25-year-old. ‘I’m delighted I to take time to heal, probably
did it. For the first time in almost another year.’
By this stage, the intense pain in
eight years I’m not in pain. It’s sad
that I had to go this far, but no one her finger was constant.
‘It was 24/7 and I was taking
would listen to me. I just couldn’t
go any longer with that finger on about eight Solpadeine a day,’ she
says. ‘Of course I was worried
my hand.’
Since going on the Neil Prendev- about the damage I was doing to
ille radio show, on Cork’s Red FM, myself, but I had to take what I
this week to talk about why she needed and then try and keep
took such a drastic action, Meg- distracted.’
At one point she moved on to
an’s story has become something
of a sensation. Naturally there has prescription painkillers.
‘The doctor said that hopefully it
been a huge online reaction to the
idea of a young woman performing would give me enough relief so
her own ‘DIY amputation’. Not all that I could get on with life.’
They didn’t work. In fact, the
of it has been positive.
‘I love some of the jokes that have pain was getting worse and worse.
‘It was a throbbing, constant
been posted up,’ says Megan. ‘I
pain,’ she says. ‘I couldn’t sleep. In
think they’re hilarious.
‘And when people put up mean 2014, I went back to the doctor
comments, I just think: “You again and begged for something to
haven’t lived a day in my shoes.” If be done. So they sent me to a surgeon who said that if he fused
the top joint, the lack
of movement might
help with the pain.
The operation to put
in a tiny metal bar to
fuse the joint, however,
was not a success.
‘I woke up and I was
instantly worse,’ says
Megan.
She continued taking
they had, they wouldn’t be com- painkillers and eventually learned she had an
menting like that.’
Indeed when you hear Megan’s actual condition — comfull story and look into the condi- plex regional pain syntion she had been afflicted with for drome (CRPS).
‘I only found out I had
almost eight years, you can —
almost — start to understand why CRPS, when I had to get
forms filled out for disashe did what she did.
It begins in the summer of 2011, bility benefits,’ she says.
when Megan had just completed a ‘Nobody ever told me that
pre-nursing course in Cork city but the form stated I’d
and was learning to drive. Out for had it since 2013.’
Armed with this new
a lesson one day, she somehow
managed to shut the car door on p i e c e o f i n f o r m a t i o n ,
Megan did a vast amount
the first finger of her right hand.
‘I didn’t feel it initially,’ she says. of online research into
‘I just realised the finger was what this syndrome was.
caught, down to the second joint, The results were alarming
but also, in a strange way,
when I couldn’t walk away.’
Rather than seeking medical comforting. She was not
attention, Megan instead went imagining the intense, conhome, took two Panadol and hoped s t a n t a n d t o r m e n t i n g
soreness.
her finger would be ‘grand’.
A chronic pain condition,
‘I didn’t seek medical attention
for almost two years,’ she says. it usually affects a limb after an
injury. It’s believed to be caused by
‘And I was not grand.’
Megan dealt with the pain by damage to the peripheral and centaking over-the-counter painkill- tral nervous systems. Quite rare,
ers. ‘Panodol, then Nurofen, then it’s not always fully understood.
But to those who have it, the
Solpadeine,’ she says. ‘I bandaged
it up to the finger next to it symptoms are all too real — for
and kept hoping it would heal on instance, the skin of the affected
body part can become so sensitive
its own.
‘I was working in the local super- that just a slight touch, bump or
market and I’m right-handed, so I even a change in temperature can
was getting the lads to lift crates provoke intense pain.
For some people who suffer with
and boxes for me, then pushing
trolleys with one hand, you learn CRPS, it can become too much to
bear, and it has been dubbed the
to work around it.’
Throughout all this time, her ‘suicide disease’.
Thankfully, this was not an option
mother Catherine had no idea that
she had injured herself. ‘My mam that Megan ever considered. About

by Jenny
Friel

‘I got the axe
and swung as
hard as I could’

The

Woman
who

cut
off
her own
finger

An act of self-harm – or
of incredible bravery?
Read Megan Cullen’s
shocking tale of a life
of chronic pain... and
decide for yourselves

six months after that first surgery,
however, she had reached the end
of her tether.
‘If they weren’t going to do anything else,’ she says, ‘I decided I
was going to take an axe to it.’
In the summer of 2015 Megan
made her first attempt to cut off
her own finger.
‘I got the axe and swung as hard
as I could,’ she says. ‘But I hit the
metal bar that was fusing the joint
and it sort of bounced back. At the
hospital I told them then: “I’ve
done this because I’ve had
enough.”’
At that stage questions must
have been raised by the medical
staff about why she would do

something so dramatic? ‘They
said it was a form of selfharming,’ says Megan. ‘But I
had done all the research, I
went on different sites, asking if anyone had CRPS and
got their body part amputated? I got loads of positive
responses back. The Mayo Clinic
in America, their website has loads
of research about CRPS and
amputation.’
Throughout all of this, Megan
had also been seeing counsellors.
In a lucky twist of fate, Bantry
happens to have a successful
scheme available to those in need
of mental health treatment.
Based on a model from Finland,
Open Dialogue is the first program
of its type in Ireland and was introduced in 2012.
It allows patients’ families to
participate in sessions, insists on
continuity of care by the same
multi-disciplinary team and prioritises the involvement of patients
in all meetings and discussions

about their own cases as well as in
the development of their treatment plan.
‘It’s the most amazing form of
counselling I’ve ever been to,’ says
Megan. ‘I was really worried about
the amount of medication I was
on: morphine tablets, morphine
patches, sleeping tablets, antidepressants, nothing was
working.
‘I was on so much stuff that I figured by the time I hit 30 they’d be
telling me my liver was a mess, I
didn’t think my body could take it
much longer. I also knew I couldn’t
do it for the rest of my life, there
was too much medication and too
much pain.
‘So that’s why I did research into
amputations and the Open Dialogue people took me seriously.
One of the psychologists assessed
me and wrote a letter saying that
my request for amputation was
reasonable and that I had the
mental capacity to request it.’
In November 2015, Megan had a
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tell someone, you’re getting them
involved.’
On Friday afternoon, shortly after
her mother went for an afternoon
nap, Megan gathered the tools for
her ‘operation’. ‘I grabbed a bottle
of water, a tie wrap, duck tape to
tie down my good fingers, a bottle
of Dettol, a towel, a cup of coffee
and my fags.’
Megan says she doesn’t want to
go into any further details publicly
about exactly how she cut the
finger off in her garden shed, just
in case someone might try and
copy her.
After telling her mother, who
then called an ambulance, Megan
ran back out to the shed to find
her finger.
‘It was still warm and very gross,’
she says. ‘I threw that in the fire, so
no one could get it and try and put
it back on.’
She waited for the ambulance for
45 minutes. ‘They had to come
from Castletownbere, that was
tough,’ she says. ‘I sat there
screaming and crying for a little bit
but then I calmed down. And then
I had no pain.’
She says the doctors and nurses
at the hospital were ‘lovely’ to
her. The remainder of the finger
was operated on that Sunday
afternoon.
‘They filed down the bone and
then they made a flap out of the
skin and they sealed it back up,’
she says. ‘I have a stump, that’s
the best way to describe it. When I
woke up afterwards there wasn’t a
bother on me.’
She says three different people
came into to talk to her about what
she had done.
‘Psychologists, psychiatrists, I’m
not sure which was which,’ she
says. ‘But I went through my whole

‘I sat there
screaming and
crying for a bit’

Tipping point:
Megan Cullen
and, inset left,
with her mother

second operation on her finger to
remove the metal bar.
‘They said there was a kink in the
bar, possibly pushing against the
skin and that it could be causing
some of the pain,’ she says. ‘But
when I woke up after that operation and my mam asked me how
it was, I burst into tears. It was
even worse.’
Megan returned to the surgeon in
2016, this time begging for an
amputation.
‘They said they’d send me for a
second opinion and if the other
surgeon agreed to it, they’d get me
an amputation,’ says Megan.
The second surgeon, however,
was not convinced.
‘I tried to talk to him, pointed out
how I had letters to say my request
was reasonable and not farfetched,’ says Megan. ‘But he just
shouted at us and said: “No, you’re
not getting it, it’s a stupid idea.
You are not getting an amputation,
deal with it.” He told us our opinion didn’t matter.’
She must have seen that her

request was very, very odd. Was
there any point where she thought
there might be something mentally
wrong with her?
‘I did, yeah, and I got checked
out,’ she says. ‘And they all concluded it was a physical pain, it

‘I just thought I
can’t do this for
the rest of my life’
wasn’t mental. It was a condition.’
By this stage Megan’s life had
become hugely insular. She had
given up her job and had just one
friend she could talk to about
wanting her finger to be
amputated.
‘She thought it was crazy,’ Megan
admits. ‘But she also understood,
she knew what I was going through,

having to give up work, what that
meant to me, not having that outlet to meet people any more.
‘I never go out, not since around
2013. Myself and my mam, we go
out to do the shopping or to any
medical appointments we need to
go to. You get to that give-up
phase; I’ll just stay in rather than
go out, I’ll just stay in my pyjamas
rather than get dressed.’
She did look at going to Britain
to get her finger taken off but the
cost was prohibitive.
‘We’re living on a carer’s allowance [Megan is her mother’s carer]
and my mam’s benefits,’ she says.
‘We’re not rich and I didn’t want to
fundraise.’
Less than two weeks ago, Megan
was once again at the end of her
tether.
‘I went to the doctor and told
him it was really getting bad,’ she
says. ‘He spent an hour with me,
telling me it was just a blip, that
we’d get through it. But when I
came out, I just thought: I cannot
do this for the rest of my life.’

After spending two days preparing herself, she tried to to freeze
her finger into frostbite on the
Wednesday.
‘You’re meant to be able to kill it,
give yourself frostbite, if you can
stick it for eight hours,’ she says.
‘But that didn’t work. I was very
disappointed.
‘So on Thursday I tried to cut off
the circulation with tie-wraps,
three of them all along the finger,
getting them as tight as they could
be for about eight hours. They
were under my bandage, so mam
didn’t see and when she went to
bed I undid them slowly.
‘The top of the finger had gone
black and I thought: whoo hoo it’s
dead. But when I took them off,
the blood went back into the finger
and it lived.’
She made the decision that she
would cut it off on the Friday.
‘I told no one,’ she says. ‘Obviously Mam was there the last time
I tried it, so I’m assuming in the
back of her brain she was wondering would I try it again. But if you

story with them and called my
mam in so they could talk to us
together.’
Did she get any sense that the
hospital staff were shocked?
‘I think maybe the surgeons were
going: “How could your finger be
that sore?” But I didn’t care. I
woke up after that operation with
no pain. They offered me painkillers, I said no thanks, I’m grand.’
She went home last Monday and
is due to have her finger assessed
again early next week. She also has
an appointment with Open Dialogue on Tuesday.
‘I don’t have one regret,’ she says.
‘The surgeons would not listen to
me. I’m not saying I’m happy it’s
all over the news, but I’m hoping
that the doctors who refused me
will read this and think: “I should
have taken her more seriously.”
‘I hope people learn a bit more
about CRPS because of it. I didn’t
do this as a stunt, I did it because
I didn’t want any pain any more. I
want to get off all the medication,
I have to do it slowly, and then
after some physiotherapy I hope to
get the use of my hand back and
get a career.
‘There’s this job, where someone
in A&Es goes around and explains
to kids what’s going to happen to
them with their treatment or surgery. That’s what I really want to
do, work with kids in a medical
setting.’
Does she have any fears about
being known as the woman who
cut her own finger off?
‘It did bother me the first time I
tried to chop it off ,’ she says. ‘The
online comments were pretty hurtful. But I’m not in pain any more,
so nothing really bothers me at the
moment. If that’s how they want to
know me, fine. But my life is starting now.’
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Naughten failed to
communicate truth
Independent TD Denis Naughten has
attempted to make a great deal out of the
question of what he told the Taoiseach –
and when.
Mr Naughten insists that he told Leo
Varadkar on Wednesday night about his
four private dinners with millionaire broadband bidder David McCourt: this contradicts what the Taoiseach told the Dáil on
Thursday. Mr Varadkar said that he was
told about one dinner on Wednesday night,
and only on Thursday did he learn about
the three others.
Now the Taoiseach accepts that he may,
in his shock on Wednesday night, have
misheard or misunderstood. But he insists
that the relevant fact is that Mr Naughten’s story kept changing – and that this
threatened to undermine the entire rural
broadband plan.
Today, in these pages, however, we learn
that the Taoiseach was not the only one to
feel misled. On Wednesday lunchtime, our
reporter asked Denis Naughten specifically: ‘There are no other meetings with
Mr McCourt that we’re not aware of?’
The then minister firmly replied: ‘Not
that I can recall.’
And yet, by his own account, just hours
later Mr Naughten has managed to ‘recall’
three more private dinners that the public
had not been aware of. Intentionally or
not, the answer he gave to a straightforward media question was wholly inaccurate and utterly misleading.
We should remember, of course, that in
his role as communications minister, Deputy Naughten was also de facto minister
for the media. And yet he gave the media
an entirely misleading answer to a simple
question. Perhaps he will argue that he
forgot four dinners with a millionaire; perhaps he will argue that a dinner is not
really a ‘meeting’ – though that would
stretch jesuitry to its absolute limits.
Either way, his answer was unacceptable
for any minister – least of all one with
responsibility for the media sector.
We should also not forget that the fact of
the original New York dinner with Mr
McCourt was not publicised by the minister at the time. Nor did he initially volunteer that he had facilitated Mr McCourt
and his family to have lunch in the Dáil,
and had picked up the tab through the
parliamentary finance system.
The bottom line is that Mr Naughten was
not forthcoming with the full facts from
the start; and when asked a direct question by a representative of this newspaper,
he gave an answer which was wholly inaccurate. Nobody can hope to remain in ministerial office in such circumstances.
Mr Naughten should accept that he is the
victim of his own actions, stop moaning
and focus on the job of representing his
constituents. And every minister should
learn that whatever the truth is, it will
always come out in the end: and so it is
always better to be 100% upfront about
everything they do while serving in high
office. The public deserves no less.

A dangerous delay

It has taken six years, a court heard yesterday, for the book of evidence to be
served on a self-confessed paedophile who
admitted fantasising about having sex
with young boys and downloading 409
child abuse images.
This delay, which is no fault of 
under-resourced gardaí, is a disgrace.
Indeed we have heard time and again
about similar backlogs in logging computer evidence against alleged paedophiles
whose devices have been seized.
Extra resources must be given as a priority to the Garda Cyber Crime Unit. The
officers who work there have a difficult
enough job as it is, viewing and documenting some of the most appalling abuse
images imaginable.
Moreover, every day of delay in such a
case is a day in which justice is undermined
– and children are put at risk.
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T was a conversation
nobody could ever
forget. I was sitting
in my car, pulled in
at a service station
at Newcastle West in Co.
Limerick, listening to a
37-year-old stranger I
had only ever dealt with
through text messages
and emails.

And she was telling me that
she was going to die.
‘I’m dying, Jenny,’ she said.
‘They’ve told me I’m going to
die.’
She had just left her GP’s
office, where she had been told
that her cervical cancer had
returned and that this time
there was nothing they could
do.
I felt my insides lurch. ‘What
do I tell my children?’ she
asked. ‘How do I tell them?
And now I have to ring my
father, he lives in England. I’m
his only child...’
There are no words to
describe how harrowing that
conversation was. But even
then, while still trying to process her devastating diagnosis
and figuring out how she was
going to break that news to her
family, Emma Mhic Mhathúna
was still determined that
people should know the truth
about what was happening to
her.
She had already spoken out
publicly about how she was
one of the women caught up in
the cervical cancer scandal.
Like all those other women,
she had been told her results
were clear after smear tests in
2010, 2011 and 2013. But as we
know, those results were wrong
and Emma was diagnosed with
stage-2B cervical cancer in
2016.
It was treated and, in early
April 2018, the doctors told her
she was one of the lucky ones,
she was now cancer-free.
Less than two weeks later,
however, Emma found another
lump, in the same place she
had one before her treatment.
It was while waiting for the
results of this latest biopsy
that she heard about Vicky
Phelan’s case on the news.
It never dawned on her, she
told me later, that the same
thing might have happened to
her. But she received a phone
call from her gynaecologist and
was shocked to learn that two
of her smear tests had been
misread while the other had
come back as a false negative.
It was a huge amount of
information to absorb.
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he was angry and
bewildered: but above
all, she wanted to
speak out about how
she felt she had been let down
by the health system.
I was on my way down to
meet her near her home in Ballydavid, west Kerry, when she
rang me with her devastating
news.
She said she wasn’t up to
meeting me, but that we could
talk later over the phone, once

Emma Mhic Mhathúna
was a fighter. She fought
her illness; she fought
for justice; she fought for
her children. But above
all, she fought for truth.
Here, in a deeply
emotional tribute, our
writer – who came to
know Emma well in her
final months – reminds
us all why every citizen
owes a debt of gratitude
to this amazing woman
SATURDAY
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she had told her family. To be
honest, I wasn’t expecting to
hear from her again that day.
But true to her word, she made
herself available for an
interview.
She was calm, remarkably so
given the news she had received
just hours earlier. But it was
also very clear that she was
angry. ‘I think the HSE are a
disgrace,’ she said. ‘I think
they’re all covering each other’s backs. I think they are
cowards. Nobody seems to be
doing anything about this and
I’ve no confidence in the
G overnment at all. I don’t

by Jenny
Friel
think Tony O’Brien [then head
of the HSE] should be working
for the HSE, because women
are dying. So clearly there’s
something wrong.
‘I think he needs to get himself on the dole queue. I want
you to quote me on that.
‘He’s supposed to be the top
manager for health in this
country. And we’re not talking
about one woman who has
died. We don’t even know what
the proper figure is yet.’
A few days later, with pressure mounting, Tony O’Brien,
resigned ‘in order to avoid any
further impact to the delivery

of health and social care services, and in particular the
cancer screening services...’
Over the next few days
Emma’s face and voice was to
become omnipresent.
As well as several interviews
with this newspaper, there was
the heartbreaking radio slot
with Audrey Carville on RTé’s
Morning Ireland, an appearance on The Late Late Show
and many other television
interviews for all the main news
bulletins.
In between her hospital
appointments, she was tireless
in her pursuit for the truth
about her situation to be
revealed.
If the HSE and the Government had hoped or expected
things to die down after Vicky
Phelan’s revelations about her
own incorrect smear test, they
were very much mistaken.
Emma’s story, and the fact she
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Vibrant:
Emma Mhic
Mhathúna
in her
striking red
dress after
court win

was so honest and vocal about what
happened to her, saw the maelstrom
surrounding the smear test debacle
grow even bigger.
And then she got the President of
Ireland involved, asking Michael D
Higgins to step in and help ensure
there were no more cover-ups.
Much to her own surprise he
announced he would travel to
Ballydavid to meet with Emma and
her family. I spoke to her again several times over those first few crazy
days.
Despite the confusion and dizzying rounds of media appearances,
Emma said she was determined to
do what she could to help bring
about change and accountability.
‘Everyone is being very mindful of
me, taking it easy on me, but I want
to do it,’ she told me. ‘This is my life
we’re talking about and my children’s lives and everyone else’s
lives.’
We finally got to meet face-to-face
the following week, a Wednesday in
mid-May, the same day President
Higgins and his wife had flown by
helicopter to meet the Mhathúna
clan.
Although clearly exhausted, she
was generous with her time and we
sat together on a sofa in the reception area of a guest house near her
home.
‘All I seem to be saying over the
last couple of weeks is, “I can’t
believe it,”’ she said laughing.
‘I can’t believe the cervical checks
went wrong, I can’t believe it was
me, I can’t believe I’ve had a biopsy,
I can’t believe I have cancer. I can’t
believe the President has come to
visit me – I can’t keep up.’
We had a long conversation that
meandered from how lonely she felt
at times being an only child and
how it made her yearn for lots of
children of her own, to how she had
returned to college to study just
before she got her initial  cancer
diagnosis, to where she thought she
got her incredible tenacity.
‘Being an only child also made me
resilient and that’s where I got my
strength from,’ she told me. ‘You
see, my mam raised me on her own.
Back in the 1980s being a single parent was not the done thing and she
was working full time... You needed
to be tough.’
Indeed Emma was tough. I’ve said
it before, but there was a steeliness
to her, which possibly came in part
from raising five  children on her
own – she had been estranged from
her husband for some time, that
was all she was willing to say on the
matter.
If there was something she didn’t
want to talk about, she cut you off
immediately. Never rudely, just
firmly. She was not a people-pleaser,
she was focused. She knew her time
was limited and she had much to
do, most important was to make
sure her five children, Natasha, 16,
Séamus, 11, ten-year-old Mario, sixyear-old Oisín and two-year-old
Donnacha were taken care of. And
then that other women would never
have to go through the same ordeal
and finally, that those who were to
blame for the cervical cancer
debacle were held to account.
When we said goodbye that day,
we hugged each other tightly.
It felt like the right thing to do.
She had shared a lot with me and
she had been happy with the extensive coverage that the paper had
given to her case.
Indeed, she was pleased with the
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media in general, about the attention being paid to women like her.
She knew it would help bring about
the changes needed.
We kept in touch over the next few
months with WhatsApp and text
messages and the odd phone call. It
could be hard to get a hold of her
sometimes, often it was because
she was getting treatment or was
busy spending times with her
family.
But regularly I would get an indignant message or question about
some aspect of the cervical cancer
scandal and who was involved. Or
she would send a link about a march
for justice she was going on, or to a
radio interview she had given, asking more questions about what was
being done.
Her energy, in the face of a terminal illness, was extraordinary.
On the day it was announced that
she and her children had settled
their legal action for €7.5million, I
sent a message telling her how
pleased I was for her and her family.
She immediately pinged me back
with a full-length photograph of
herself in that stunning, floorlength, scarlet red dress she wore
on the steps of the Four Courts that
day. She looked fantastic.
Once again, she was true to her
word and stepped back from the
limelight for the most part, to spend
time with her children in their
beloved Ballydavid.
There was a stand-up comedy gig
at the Laughter Lounge in early
August, and a few times she gave
short interviews about whatever
progress had been made into the
cervical cancer investigation.
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he graciously accepted
the apologies of those
organisations which had
made the errors that led to
the failings in diagnosing her cancer. And she acknowledged on a
number of occasions, the work done
by the State to deal with the
controversy.
I was truly shocked when I heard
last Sunday afternoon that she had
died. I didn’t expect it to happen so
soon. She had been so vibrant, so
tenacious, so bull-headed. I thought
that somehow she would be saved.
I remembered how in Ballydavid
that evening, with the sun streaming in through the windows, she had
stretched out her body at one point,
saying how she thought it was all
finally catching up with her and she
was so tired that could sleep right
there and then on the sofa.
‘It’s time for me to sit with the
kids and watch Netflix and just chill
out,’ she said, before perking up a
little.
‘But it shows you the power of
voice. Here I am in Ballydavid,
which is so far away from Dublin,
but by letting your guard down and
sharing what’s really going on, it
can make a difference.
‘I’m proud of myself. I fought back
as hard as I got. There was no way I
was going to let it lie. My life was
worth too much to me and my
children for me to go quietly.’
Emma Mhic Mhathúna roared like
the lioness she was. She spoke out,
demanded answers – above all, she
insisted on the truth. For that, everyone in this country owes her a
great debt. Her legacy is one of
honesty and immense bravery – Ní
bheidh a leithéid ann arís.

